Vascular surgery has been established as a separate specialty in many countries of the world, but has been slow to develop in Pakistan. One of the many reasons about its slow progression as a separate specialty is misconceptions and myths associated with it. One of them is that vascular diseases are diseases of the west and are non-existent in Pakistan. There is no ownership of a patient with a painful extremity or gangrenous toes and there is a doubt in medical community that vascular reconstruction does save limbs and lives. Other reasons are lack of adequate vascular surgeons and training programs in Pakistan. Till recent past, there were only a handful of well-qualified vascular surgeons in the country. Vascular surgery was thought to be part of general surgery or a part time activity of cardiothoracic surgery. The field was slow to develop due to non-recognition at the national level. There are still no separate vascular surgery units in any teaching institute worth mentioning. Vascular surgery is in its infancy; Needless to say surgeons are facing an identity crisis.1 Let alone the general public, even the medical doctors do not understand which patient groups are treated by this group of surgeons. This leads to delay in referral and increased suffering of the patients with vascular diseases.

Vascular diseases kill and cripple almost as many people as do heart disease and cancer. The sheer magnitude of the problem of vascular diseases in this part of the world is alarming. Although there is ever increasing prevalence of diabetes mellitus in Pakistan, this is just a small pointer to the vast numbers of the undiagnosed vascular cases. Patients with severe vascular diseases are being treated for backache and musculoskeletal pains for years. It is only the onset of peripheral gangrene which brings attention to the fact that arterial pulsations have been absent for a long period of time and remain unnoticed. After diagnosis the only treatment of these unfortunate patients has been amputations leaving the primary vascular issue unsolved. The lack of awareness of the disease and specialty is so grave that even some cardiothoracic surgeons have never heard of a separate, independent vascular surgery department or a vascular surgeon. A truly tragic situation indeed! There is an epidemic of vascular risk factors due to rapid increase of diabetes, obesity, sedentary life style and smoking in the Pakistani population and so is the rise in the incidence of peripheral vascular arterial diseases (PAD). Pakistan is one of the countries where smoking is rapidly on the rise especially in the younger population group.

Diabetes mellitus is an important risk factor for PAD. The number of people with diabetes is growing in Pakistan as a result of urbanization, sedentary life style and obesity. Pakistan is considered to be one of the countries with the largest population of people with diabetes and is ranked seventh globally by the International Diabetes Foundation.2 The prevalence of diabetes is high in Pakistan ranging from 7.6% to 11% among adults.3 It is important to diagnose diabetes early and offer treatment to avoid preventable complications of the coronary, cerebral and peripheral vasculature. There are number of studies favouring this fact in the local literature. Ali et al. showed a high frequency of peripheral arterial disease (PAD) in the diabetic Pakistani population. As many as 39.28% patients have ankle brachial index (ABI) less than 0.9 to be labelled as suffering from PAD.4 A multi-center cross-sectional study was carried out at eight centers in all the provinces of Pakistan on type-2 diabetics. There were 830 patients in the study; prevalence of PAD was 31.6%.5 Diabetes and smoking are associated with high incidence of carotid artery and coronary artery disease. Shahid et al. showed that the presence of diabetes mellitus is associated with diffuse coronary artery disease and significant carotid artery disease in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting. Carotid artery stenosis was observed in 30 (19.2%) diabetes as compared to 20 (9%) non-diabetes (p < 0.004).6 Obesity and overweight is also associated with increased incidence of PAD. Although a global problem, its effects can be seen in Pakistan. More than 1.1 billion adults worldwide are overweight and 312 million of them are obese.7 A study analyzing the data from the National Health Survey of Pakistan (NHS 1990 - 1994) showed that the prevalence of overweight adults was 25.0% (BMI > 23 kg/m²), whereas 15.7% were found to be obese (BMI > 25 kg/m²).8 A recent study from Baluchistan showed that the risk factors for diabetes such as overweight, obesity, smoking, hypertension and family history of diabetes have increased over time in the young adults of rural Baluchistan.9
Despite having no national registries, it is a common observation that chronic renal failure is on a rapid rise. There is an epidemic of patients with chronic renal failure requiring hemodialysis access. It requires adequate trained manpower to handle this issue if we really want to improve the quality of life of this patient group. In the recent past, extremity vascular injuries have increased manifold in Pakistan due to increase in terrorist activities, street crimes and high-speed motor vehicle accidents.\textsuperscript{11,12} Many limbs can be saved if timely intervention can be taken by skilled hands for these ischemic limbs.

The big share of vascular surgery patients is taken up by cardiac surgeons, general and orthopaedic surgeons with some experience or interest in vascular surgery. In reality, cardiac surgeons’ operative peripheral vascular work is less than 2% and their training is focused only towards cardiac surgery. The approach, diagnosis and management of vascular diseases is very different from the approach to a patient with heart disease. There is no doubt that the cardiac surgeon is technically very competent to perform peripheral vascular operations, but they are universally burdened with coronary bypasses and valve replacement. Same is true for general surgeons, whose training has no formal rotation in vascular surgery and hence have very little experience of dealing with these patients. Recently, interventional radiologists and cardiologists have started to correct the lesions of occluded arteries in vascular disease patients. This confusion leads to ownership problems of these patients, lack of communication, part-time care and lack of holistic approach which ultimately leads to suboptimal management of these patients. Most of the times, the intervention may be more harmful to the patients than of any benefit.

Provision of preventive procedures to improve the quality and quantity of life of the patient is the crux of any health care system. Pakistan’s health system will need utmost consideration for the establishment of effective vascular diseases screening programs. This will target the ‘high risk’ population groups such as the elderly, the diabetics, smokers and will provide preventive strategies to decrease the incidence of disability, amputation and mortality for them. Most procedures and surgeries done by a vascular surgeon are preventive in nature to decrease the incidence of stroke, amputations and mortality. They can also improve the quality of life of patients on hemodialysis due to chronic renal failure and patients suffering from chronic venous insufficiency. It will lead to better quality and quantity of life of these patients and decrease the burden for the health system. However, it requires an aggressive, focused effort to make it possible.

Recently, a vascular surgery Fellowship has been started at a University Hospital. It is a 2 years long fellowship program. Requisite for this Fellowship program is that candidate should have completed 5 years of general surgery structured training and passed the exit exam. So far, 3 Fellows have graduated from this programme. However, surgeons joining this program and leaving general and laparoscopic surgery career, face a huge opposition from colleagues, based on the aforesaid myth that vascular diseases are essentially diseases of West and do not exist here. In practice, this is totally untrue. On the contrary patients present with late and severe forms. Demand and opportunities are huge for anyone who joins this specialty. The vascular surgery Fellowship program is in the process of recognition from College of Physicians and Surgeons Pakistan and hopefully soon there will be more centers of training for vascular surgeons which will decrease the suffering of patients from vascular disease.

It is high time that both the medical community and the general public understand the need and existence of this as a separate specialty and steps are taken to fill this huge gap in our health system.
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